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Moshe tasks the spies.  

When Moshe instructs the Meraglim that are about to reconnoiter the land of Canaan, 

as to what they should report back about, in addition to directing them  to assess (BaMidbar 

13:18)2 1)the quality of the land as well as 2) the numbers and strength of the inhabitants, (Ibid. 

19)3 3) the agricultural potential of the land and 4) the types of cities in which people reside, he 

also wanted them to describe the kinds of things that grow there and even bring back samples: 

 

Ibid. 20 

And what the land is, whether it is fat or lean, whether there is wood therein, or 

not. And be ye of good courage, and bring of the fruit of the land…4 

 

The verse concludes with a parenthetical, objective comment: 

 

…Now the time was the time of the first-ripe grapes.   

 

While the final phrase might be understood as anticipating the key role that specifically grapes 

would play in this story, many commentators5 connect these words with Moshe’s adjuration 

that the spies act courageously, i.e., “be ye of good courage”, in the sense that since it was the 

                                                           
1
 As in the iconic figure below, the cluster of grapes is associated with the story, even though the biblical 

text also mentions pomegranates and figs—see BaMidbar 13:23, cited below. 
2
 And see the land, what it is; and the people that dwelleth therein, whether they are strong or weak, 

whether they are few or many.  
3
 And what the land is that they dwell in, whether it is good or bad; and what cities they are that they 

dwell in, whether in camps, or in strongholds;  
4
 The land of Israel is noted for its grapes among other particular crops: 

 Devarim 8:8 

A land of wheat and barley, and (grape) vines and fig-trees and pomegranates; a land of olive-

trees and (date) honey.  
5
 E.g. Chizkuni, Chaim Paltiel, and Klee Yakar. 
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beginning of the grape harvest, many guards would be protecting the harvest and the owners of 

the vineyards would be very vigilant about not allowing trespassers to steal the grapes.6 

 

The spies bring back fruit. 

Whatever one concludes regarding how faithfully the spies carried out the other 

objectives of their mission in terms of their accounts’ accuracy and whether what they said and 

the way they said it were indeed agenda-free,7 they made sure to bring back “the fruit of the 

land”, which would be able “to speak for itself”: 

                                                           
6
 At the end of the harvest, when the choice grapes or other fruits, have already been picked, the dynamic 

would probably be more accommodating to passers-by helping themselves to the remainder, although 

one passage in the Talmud suggests the contrary, at least in an individual case: 

Nedarim 62a 

R. Tarfon was found by a man eating [of the figs] when most of the knives had been folded, 

[whereupon] he threw him into a sack and carried him, to cast him in the river. 'Woe to Tarfon,' 

he cried out, 'whom this man is about to murder!' When the man heard this,  he abandoned him 

and fled. R. Abbahu said on the authority of R. Chanania b. Gamaliel: All his lifetime that pious 

man (R. Tarfon) grieved over this, saying. 'Woe is me that I made [profane] use of the crown of 

the Tora!' (i.e., perhaps he could have saved himself some other way, e.g., offering a bribe; 

otherwise Pikuach Nefesh situations should be exempt from such a concern!)  For Rabbah b. Bar 

Chana said in R. Yochanan's name: Whoever puts the crown of the Tora to [profane] use, is 

uprooted from the world. This follows a fortiori. If Belshatzar, who used the holy vessels which 

had become profaned, as it is written, “For the robbers shall enter into it, and profane it:”  

[teaching], since they had broken in, they were profaned; yet he was uprooted from the world, 

as it is written, “In that night was Belshatzar slain:”  how much more so he who makes [profane] 

use of the crown of the Tora, which endureth for ever 
7
  

What Moshe asked the spies to report on: The report that the spies, with the exception of 

Yehoshua and Kalev, delivered: 

13:18 And see the land, what it is; and the people 

that dwelleth therein, whether they are strong or 

weak, whether they are few or many   

Ibid. 28-9, 31-3 Howbeit the people that dwell in 

the land are fierce… and moreover we saw the 

children of Anak there. Amalek dwelleth in the land 

of the South; and the Hittite, and the Jebusite, and 

the Amorite, dwell in the mountains; and the 

Canaanite dwelleth by the sea, and along by the 

side of the Jordan.'  

But the men that went up with him said: 'We are 

not able to go up against the people; for they are 

stronger than we.' 

… And all the people that we saw in it are men of 

great stature. And there we saw the Nephilim, the 

sons of Anak, who come of the Nephilim;  

And we were in our own sight as grasshoppers, and 

so we were in their sight.'   
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Ibid. 23-4, 27 

And they came unto the valley of Eshkol, and cut down from thence a branch 

with one cluster of grapes, and they bore it upon a pole between two; they took 

also of the pomegranates, and of the figs.-- That place was called the valley of 

Eshkol, because of the cluster which the children of Israel cut down from 

thence.— 

 

And they told him (Moshe), and said: 'We came unto the land whither thou 

sentest us, and surely it floweth with milk and honey; and this is the fruit of it.   

 

Who carried what fruits according to the Rabbis? 

The Talmud’s interpretation of these verses offers a different picture of what transpired 

than is usually visualized based upon a literal reading of the biblical text:8 

 

Sota 34a 

As it is said: “And they bare it upon a staff between two.”   

From the fact that it is stated “upon a staff”, do I not know that it [was carried] 

between two (men)? Why, then, is there a text to state 'between two'? [It 

means] on two staffs (being supported by a total of four men).  

R. Yitzchak said: [It means] additionally (two pairs of) balancing poles.9   

How was it? Eight [spies] carried the grape-cluster,  one carried a pomegranate, 

one carried a fig,10 and Yehoshua  and Kalev did not carry anything.  

                                                                                                                                                                             
Ibid. 19  And what the land is that they dwell in, 

whether it is good or bad; and what cities they are 

that they dwell in, whether in camps, or in 

strongholds;  

Ibid. 28, 32 …And the cities are fortified, and very 

great; and moreover we saw the children of Anak 

there…  

…The land, through which we have passed to spy it 

out, is a land that eateth up the inhabitants 

thereof; and all the people that we saw in it are 

men of great stature.   

Ibid. 20 And what the land is, whether it is fat or 

lean, whether there is wood therein, or not...   

Ibid. 27  And they told him, and said: 'We came 

unto the land whither thou sentest us, and surely it 

floweth with milk and honey… 

 

8
 Or for that matter in the stylized illustration under the heading of this essay. 

9
 RaShI on this Talmudic passage explains that once the Talmud proposed that there were two rather than 

a single original pole based upon the ostensibly superfluous word “BeShnayim”, R. Yitzchak proceeded to 

speculate that additional poles and men were involved, not based on anything in the biblical text, but 

rather according to his own logical deduction. 
10

 See fn. 4. 
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If you wish I can say [that they (Yehoshua and Kalev) did not carry anything] 

because they were the most distinguished of them,11  

or alternatively that they did not have a share in the plan (to disparage the 

land).  

 

A number of commentators attempt to explain how eight men were configured in order to   

transport a single massive cluster of grapes without running into one another.12 Here is RaShI’s 

hypothesis: 

 

RaShI on Sota 34a d.h. Amar R. Yitzchak… 

A burden, and a burden, under a burden, i.e., that the lower (poles) supported 

the upper (poles). And on each level there were two poles. How was this 

exactly? Two poles were held parallel to one another with four men holding 

them walking side-by-side. And there were two additional poles with another 

four men supporting them, and they were each placed at angles beneath the 

upper poles… 13 

 

When did the spies decide to bring back a single cluster of gigantic grapes? 

 The Talmud’s suggestion that the grapes that the Meraglim carried back from Canaan 

were so outsized that eight men were needed to transport them highlights the interpretation of 

MaLBIM, who compares the accounts of the story  that appear first in BaMidbar, in “real time” 

and then in Devarim, when Moshe reviews the past forty years of Jewish history. 

 

BaMidbar 13:21-5 

So they went up, “VaYaturu” (and inspected  the land) from the wilderness of 

Zin unto Rechov, at the entrance to Chamat. And they went up into the South, 

and came unto Chevron… 

And they came unto the valley of Eshkol, and cut down from thence a branch 

with one cluster of grapes, and they bore it upon a pole between two; they took 

also of the pomegranates, and of the figs. That place was called the valley of 

Eshkol, because of the cluster which the children of Israel cut down from 

thence.  And they returned from inspecting  the land at the end of forty days.   

                                                           
11

 Yehoshua-- because of his status of serving as Moshe’s Shamash (assistant) as in (Shemot 33:11) “And 

the Lord Spoke unto Moshe face to face, as a man speaketh unto his friend. And he would return into the 

camp; but his minister Yehoshua, the son of Nun, a young man, departed not out of the Tent.  

Kalev—because he was the representative of the most prestigious tribe, Yehuda. 
12

 The various views are summarized and depicted in an essay at 

http://www.shtaygen.net/leaflet/orayta/71/4-4.pdf 
13

 According to RaShI, an overview of the eight spies carrying four poles supporting the grapes would 

possibly look like this, with one of the spies on the end of each pole:                  

    

http://www.shtaygen.net/leaflet/orayta/71/4-4.pdf
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Devarim 1:24-5 

And they turned and went up into the mountains, and came unto the valley of 

Eshkol, “VaYeraglu” (and spied it out). And they took of the fruit of the land in 

their hands, and brought it down unto us, and brought us back word, and said: 

'Good is the land which the Lord our God Giveth unto us.'   

 

Whereas in the version in BaMidbar, it is possible to read the story to suggest that additional 

places were visited after taking the fruit from the valley of Eshkol,14 the account in Devarim 

seems to emphasize that the last thing that was done was obtaining the large cluster of 

grapes.15 The commentator suggests the following: 

 

MaLBIM on BaMidbar 13:23 d.h. VaYavou Ad Nachal Eshkol 

After they left Chevron, they again joined up with one another and travelled 

together because they no longer were afraid since the cities were now scattered 

(and non-fortified, as Chevron had been).16  And they came on their return 

journey to the valley of Eshkol, and that was the end of their traversing (the land 

of Israel). And for this reason they cut the branch there to fulfill what (Moshe) 

had said to them, “And you will take of the fruit of the land”… And what is clear 

is that until this point they had carried out Moshe’s instructions “LaTur” (to 

inspect, as in BaMidbar 13:21) the land, rather than “LeRagel” (to spy, as in 

                                                           
14

 BaMidbar 13:23-25 

And they came unto the valley of Eshkol, and cut down from thence a branch with one cluster of 

grapes, and they bore it upon a pole between two; they took also of the pomegranates, and of 

the figs.-- That place was called the valley of Eshkol, because of the cluster which the children of 

Israel cut down from thence.-- And they returned from spying out the land at the end of forty 

days.   

Additional adventures could have taken place between v. 24-5, with the events in the valley of Eshkol 

simply being notable enough to mention. 
15

 Devarim 1:25 

And they took of the fruit of the land in their hands, and brought it down unto us, and brought us 

back word, and said: 'Good is the land which the Lord our God Giveth unto us.' 

Since in the same verse both the taking of the fruit and the return to the Jewish encampment is 

mentioned, it is likely that one followed immediately upon the other. 
16

 MaLBIM assumes that the phrase in BaMidbar 13:22 “…And he came (singular) unto Chevron…” refers 

to all of the spies, i.e., they went individually rather than en masse for fear of being discovered by the 

militant inhabitants of this fortified city. The idea that the group would travel separately in order not to 

attract attention to themselves parallels Beraishit Rabba 91:6 where it is stated that each of Yosef’s 

brothers, when coming to Egypt, entered through a different gate, in order not to attract attention to 

themselves. The phrase in BaMidbar 13:22 is famously interpreted by the Rabbis (Sota 34b), in contrast to 

MaLBIM,  as referring only to Kalev, who according to that interpretation, visited the Ma’arat 

HaMachpeila in Chevron in order to pray to the ancestors buried there that he not be unduly influenced 

by the nefarious plottings of his colleagues.  
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Devarim 1:24)… Until this point they saw no reason to bring a bad report about 

the land, even when they were in Chevron where they (individually) saw giants 

and fortified cities… It was only now when they gathered together in the valley 

of Eshkol, that they began to speak together regarding the giants and the 

fortified cities that they had seen, that they reached a negative conclusion… At 

that point the premeditated plan was hatched and they decided among 

themselves that they would deliver a negative report (regarding what they had 

seen)…  This was not due to what they actually saw, but rather it was the result 

of their agreement to describe the good as bad. 

 

If in fact the plot hatched by ten of the spies (Yehoshua and Kalev refused to participate)17 took 

place in the valley of Eshkol, it stands to reason that the decision to bring back the giant cluster 

of grapes was actually part of that plan. The idea was not to show how fertile the land was 

based upon the incredible size of the fruit, but how irregular, outsized and unnatural things that 

grew there were. In effect, the giant grapes served as empirical corroboration of the report of 

the presence of giant people in Canaan.  In an anonymous internet Dvar Tora published by 

Orayta, a Yeshiva in Israel for this Parashat in 5771,18 it is suggested that this cluster of grapes, 

rather than being typical, was an aberration even for the land of Israel, and only a single one like 

it was discovered in the valley of Eshkol. The misrepresentation by the spies of the grapes that 

they brought back to the Jewish encampment being typical of what was to be found in Canaan—

(BaMidbar 13:27) “…And this is the fruit of it”—therefore was a calculated strategy intended  to 

further discourage the people from entering the Promised Land. 19  

 

Grapes associated with sinful behavior arising from poor choices. 

                                                           
17

 Such an interpretation is supported by the second explanation in Sota 34a as to why Yehoshua and 

Kalev did not participate in the carrying of the grapes,  or any other fruit, i.e., they did not wish to be part 

of the plot to bad-mouth the land of Israel. 
18

 http://www.shtaygen.net/leaflet/orayta/71/4-4.pdf, p. 4. 
19

 Such a strategy is particularly paradoxical in light of the following Midrash: 

BaMidbar Rabba 16:14 

“And they came unto the valley of Eshkol”—They would not have taken from the fruit of the land 

of Israel (because it would demonstrate how extraordinarily good the land was). Had it not been 

for Kalev who took out his weapon and ran before them and said to them, “If you don’t take (the 

fruits), either you will have to kill me or I will kill you.” They continued to refuse to take them. 

Therefore “Surely the land whereon your foot hath trodden shall be an inheritance to thee 

(Yehoshua, i.e. a special reward)”. 

Perhaps to incorporate the Midrash into the narrative, one could say that the ten spies originally were 

afraid that bringing fruit would support the contention that the land was good, and for this reason there 

was a conflict with Kalev. But when they happened upon this incredible cluster of grapes, they realized 

that they could “have their cake and eaten it too”, i.e., fulfill Moshe’s instructions and at the same time 

undermine the plan to enter the land. 

http://www.shtaygen.net/leaflet/orayta/71/4-4.pdf
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The Orayta Dvar Tora goes on to intriguingly associate the grapes encountered by the 

spies in the valley of Eshkol with two earlier seminal biblical events involving either grapes or 

wine:  

a. The sin of eating from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, according to R. Meir20 

in the Talmud: 

Berachot 40a 

For it has been taught: R. Meir posits that the tree of which Adam ate was the 

vine, since the thing that most causes wailing to a man is wine, as it says, 

(Beraishit 9:21) “And he drank of the wine and was drunken”.21 

b. Noach’s becoming inebriated following the Flood: 

Beraishit 9:20-1 

And Noach the husbandman began, and planted a vineyard. And he drank of the 

wine, and was drunken; and he was uncovered within his tent.   

 

The Orayta essay then movingly interprets these associations:22 

 

If they (the spies) had merited, they would have showed (via the cluster of 

grapes) the goodness of the land and its beauty to all…  

But they reversed the matter and turned it into a poison23 (attempting to 

engender hostility to the land by means of extraordinarily large cluster of 

                                                           
20

 The alternate views in this Talmudic passage are: 

R. Nechemia says it was the fig tree, so that they repaired their misdeed with the instrument of 

it, as it says, And they sewed fig leaves together. R. Yehuda says it was wheat, since a child does 

not know how to call 'father' and 'mother' until it has had a taste of corn (grain, i.e., solid food as 

opposed to just milk).   
21

 The Talmud organically connects the two events by using a verse from the Noach story as a proof-text 

that the fruit of the forbidden tree in Eden were grapes. Although the inebriating quality of wine far 

exceeds that of grapes, the fact that grapes can be used to create wine apparently suffices to make the 

connection. 
22

 My translation from the Hebrew. 
23

 A Talmudic passage that reflects the human potential to either make the best or the worst of the 

opportunities that present themselves is: 

Kiddushin 30b 

Our Rabbis taught: “ שמתםו ” [reads] “ ם תםס ” [a perfect remedy]. This may be compared to a 
man who struck his son a strong blow, and then put a plaster on his wound, saying to him, ‘My 
son, as long as this plaster is on your wound you can eat and drink at will, and bathe in hot or 
cold water, without fear. But if you remove it, it will break out into sores.’ Even so did the Holy 
One, Blessed Be He, Speak unto Israel: ‘My children! I Created the Evil Desire,  but I [also] 
Created the Tora, as its antidote; if you occupy yourselves with the Tora, you will not be 
delivered into his hand, for it is said: If thou doest well,  shalt thou not be exalted?  But if ye do 
not occupy yourselves with the Tora, ye shall be delivered into his hand, for it is written, “Sin 
coucheth at the door”. Moreover, he (the Yetzer HaRa) is altogether preoccupied with thee [to 

make thee sin], for it is said, “And unto thee shall be his desire.”  Yet if thou wilt, thou canst rule 

over him, for it is said, “And thou shalt rule over him.”  
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grapes). Therefore it could be said that this specific cluster of grapes was their 

“Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil”, to choose to do good or evil, and they 

turned the grapes into something evil.  

 

Perhaps we can add that Noach too was faced with a choice. He could have used the 

wine that he produced in order to either offer libations to God,24 accompanying any other 

sacrifices which he desired to make,25 or enhancing religious rituals, as we do today with respect 

to e.g., Birkat HaMazon, marriage ceremonies, circumcision, redemption of the first-born, etc.  

But instead, he chose to drink the wine himself in a non-holy context, with the consequent 

negative results. Wine, and grapes as wine’s ultimate origin, due to its quality of inebriation 

when drunk in excess,  serves to reveal the depths of man’s less than decorous thoughts, desires 

and personality,26 in accordance with the Rabbinic dictum: 

 

Sanhedrin 38a 

At this, R. Chiyya remarked: Master, be not angered, for the numerical value of 

the letters of “Yayin” is seventy,27 and likewise the letters of “Sod”:28  When 

“Yayin” [wine] goes in, “Sod” [secrets] comes out. 

 

Conclusion.  

The grapes brought back by the spies were exceptional not only in terms of their 

size, but also the role they played in the saga of the Jewish people in their ultimately 

wandering for forty years in the desert prior to their entry into the land of Israel. They 

also symbolize significant lessons regarding the effects of wine on moral choice, as well 

as the religious life in general.  

 

                                                           
24

 According to Shir HaShirim Rabba 4:3, R. Levi suggests that the grapes brought back by the spies served 

as the source of all sorts of benefits to the people in the desert, including any libations that they may have 

required.  
25

 Beraishit 8:20 

And Noach builded an altar unto the Lord; and took of every clean beast, and of every clean fowl, 

and offered burnt-offerings on the altar.  
26

 I recall while a student at Yeshivat Kerem B’Yavneh forty-five years ago, on Purim, being amazed when 

my roommate became quite drunk and all that came out of his mouth were Divrei Tora. I don’t think that 

this is typical at all! 
27

 “Yud” = 10; “Yud” = 10; “Nun” = 50;    = 70. 
28

 “Samech” = 60; “Vav” = 6; “Daled” = 4;   =70. 


